Termination property of functions is an important issue in computability theory. In this paper, we show that repeated iterations of a function can induce an order amongst the elements of its domain set. Hasse diagram of the poset, thus obtained, is shown to look like a forest of trees, with a possible base set and a generator set (defined in the paper). 'Isomorphic forests' may arise for different functions and equivalences classes are, thus, formed. Based on this analysis, a study of the class of deterministically terminating functions is presented, in which the existence of a Self-Ranking Program, which can prove its own termination, and a Universal Terminating Function, from which every other terminating function can be derived, is conjectured.
Introduction
A large number of computer programs contain constructs like recursive function calls and loops, which pose difficulties in determining if the concerned program would eventually halt for a given set of inputs. It is usually a daunting task to speak with surety whether a given loop in our program would always modify the program variables in a way so that they stop satisfying the loop condition after a finite number of iterations, or if a given recursive call to a function would end up returning a predetermined value, thus ceasing any more iterations. Both scenarios are special instances of the generalized Halting Problem as given in [13] , and are, therefore, unsolvable in general. A proof of this unsolvability has been well documented in [7] . However, well-founded partially ordered sets (poset), as defined in [15] , have often been used to come up with possible solutions for the restricted instances of the same. If a strictly decreasing function, which maps the program variables into a well-founded poset, can be devised for a given program, then we can be sure that the value of this function will never decrease indefinitely upon changes to these variables as the program continues its execution. Alan Turing referred to such functions as Ranking functions [9, 13] . At the point when no further decrement is possible, we 2 say that the program has terminated. This is because the program will no longer be able to modify its state variables while avoiding any decrement in the output of the corresponding ranking function.
Though this technique sounds simple, it is often difficult to find appropriate ranking functions for complex programs. As The argument of   fx, for its next iteration, decreases if x is even and increases otherwise. Thus, even when we know that the set of natural numbers is well-founded under the natural ordering of < (less than), we cannot be sure if   fx would eventually terminate since the function governing the change of argument for   fx is not strictly decreasing. In fact, the recurrence in f is motivated by the famous Collatz conjecture, a good discussion of which has been done in [14] . Solving the termination problem in this case would validate the statement of this conjecture. Unfortunately, no solution for the same is known so far. An even worse situation is when we realize that there is no way of telling if a ranking function exists for a given problem, for if there was a way to find this out, it would be similar to finding a program which determines if a given program halts or not, thus solving the Halting problem itself.
The approach taken in this paper can provide some insight for analyzing functions of the kind described above. We talk not of what a function computes but on what values is the computation performed. We then study some structural properties of functions in relation to the set of inputs they may receive. These properties are specific to the nature of iterated calls of functions, mainly for the purposes of studying recursion.
II. Function Orders and the Induced Function Topology
Consider the set N of natural numbers   0,1,2,3,... . A natural ordering, denoted by < (less than), forms a total order, or a chain, in N. Moreover, many such orders can be defined using various relations on pairs of natural numbers [2] . For example, we can define a relation between x and y (both belonging to N \ 0,1 { } ) by:
It is easy to see how this relation induces a partial order on N \ 0,1 
including itself. In both cases, the elements in the domain of the concerned relation seem to have been rearranged from their natural order to the new order; a fact, which can be verified by comparing the two Hasse diagrams, thus obtained (a good discussion of Hasse diagrams is done in [2] ). The purpose of this section is to study this change in arrangement of natural numbers as induced by different functions defined on them. The properties of various structures thus obtained are of central importance to the underlying study.
Consider a set A Í N, finite or infinite, and a function : f A A  . Here, we speak of functions from the set A to itself because we are interested in studying properties of calling these functions recursively, i.e. we intend to repeatedly apply these functions to their outputs on a given input until some stopping criteria is met (More precisely, we assume the classical definition of recursion, as given in [5] ). Hence, we must make sure that the range is at least a subset of the domain, the easiest case being that the range and the domain are the same. Now, let   A f represent the collection of all such functions for a given set A. For any element xA  , assume a computational procedure, which evaluates f using x as an argument. fx, which will be fed as it is to the function f again, until some stopping criteria is met. This criterion is assumed to be contained in the definition of f itself.
The question of whether f always meets this stopping criteria for all inputs still remains open, and we do not assume any prior knowledge in this regard.
With such an understanding of recursion, we can call the set
under the map f in accordance with the definition of this term as given in [1] . Since we know that all elements in the sequence lie in the set A itself, and that no two elements of this sequence can be interchanged, in general, to give another valid sequence under the same map, we can associate an order to these elements of A, as induced by the repeated application of f on x. This order, 4 denoted by , is said to be induced by f on the elements of A and we can give the following definition to this relation. Clearly, f  forms an equivalence relation between the elements of A. Function-equality is important for functions whose iterations are periodic, i.e. whose orbits, for a given x, show periodic behavior. The reader can gain more insight into the nature of this periodicity, along with some nice examples, through [1] . We denote by X the equivalence class of all elements of A, which are functionally-equal to x, i.e. Here, x { } represents the equivalence class for the element x (which was earlier denoted by X). If this diagram is converted to a directed graph, with no new edges or vertices, and all existing edges pointing upwards, we get the structural equivalent of a tree (possibly with variable arity for its nodes). More precisely, the induced function topology of any function over a given set, when viewed as such a directed graph, forms a forest of such trees. The root of each tree is its greatest node and is the only node which may correspond to an equivalence class having more than one element. All other nodes in the tree must form singleton equivalence classes.
We call the collection of all roots of all trees in this forest (i.e. the set of maximal elements in the poset) the Base Set, for reasons that will be obvious shortly. Similarly, the trees also contain minimal nodes, from which the edges point in the outward direction, and that have no incoming edges. These nodes are necessarily either singleton equivalence classes or represent a complete 6 tree in them, and form part of a collection named as the Generator Set. The intersection of base set and the generator set forms the Fixed Point Set. It can be verified that the elements of the fixed point set form fixed points of the function, since they satisfy the condition   f x x  for every x in this set. In case this set contains an equivalence class, say X, containing more than one element of A, we can view this as being equivalent to saying   f  XX , which can stand for the fact that the domain and range of f is X and for every x  X , there exists an n ÎN \ 0
This n must be same for every element of X.
The recursive computation of f starting at any member of the generator set takes us up the corresponding tree and it ends at some element of the corresponding base set. This path is along the members of the orbit of the element we started at. No computation is possible beyond the base set. Hence, if f was used, directly or indirectly, to represent a recursive function, we would need to specify its value at all points in the base set because all inputs to f would eventually require computing the value of f at some element in this set. Hence, this set has been named appropriately as the Base Set. The set of values of f at the elements in the base set comprises the set of Base Conditions for f to terminate.
The generator set contains the smallest set of elements of A, which are enough to describe the 
III. The Fibonacci Function : An Example
The technique described above can be used in a slightly different way as well. Consider the wellknown Fibonacci series, and the corresponding recursive relation:
The two fixed points, usually stated for this relation, are at x = 0 and x = 1, i.e.   The above formulation can be generalized for all linear recurrences, which can then be proved to terminate under certain conditions. Consider the linear recurrence for the function f :N ® N defined as:
The functions, defined this way, occur frequently in computer applications. Here, B represents the amount of memory this recurrence entails, i.e. the amount of dependency each computation of f(n) has on previously computed (and perhaps, stored in some form to improve efficiency) 8 values of f(.) for smaller values of n. Similar to the Fibonacci function above, if we devise a new function g(.) to convert B recursive calls in f(.) to a single recursive call, this would be given by the recurrence below.
Similar to the previous case, we can view this formulation as:
Here, the set and consequently, for f(n) for all values of n. In fact, we can argue similarly for all primitive recursive functions and μ-recursive functions (defined in [5] ) as well, using the least-number principal and mathematical induction. Interestingly, it turns out that the termination of all such functions can be proved using induced-topologies.
IV. Isomorphic Function Orders
A function, as we just saw, induces an order amongst the elements of its domain set. If we fix this set and try other functions on it, we get as many orders as the number of functions we study. For some of them, the case is similar to merely renaming the elements so that two orders, which would otherwise look different, essentially turn out to be the same. For some other cases, renaming the elements wouldn't suffice, but the possibility of the existence of some bijection between the two posets under consideration is enough to view the associated orders similarly. The two cases indicate an isomorphism that may exist between two seemingly-different orders, induced by different functions over the same set. As an example, consider the Hasse diagrams corresponding to two function orders, as shown below: Figure 2 The two functions are clearly different, and by no renaming of the elements of the set   1,2,...,8
can we say that these two are similar. However, the reduced domains of the two functions seem to show some isomorphic nature. Structurally, the Hasse diagrams are exactly the same, except the names of the nodes. This naming can be dealt with using a renaming bijective function, which establishes the desired ordinal isomorphism between the two functions. What this bijection renames is not the elements in   This way, as long as
are isomorphic, our job is done and we can call the two functions ordinally isomorphic to each other. The presence of "extra" elements in either A or B, which may be a possibility in such a case, will only show up as larger equivalence classes in the root nodes of the trees. Since these nodes refer to functionally-equal elements, we can assume them to be same, as far as our analysis is concerned. For both variants of the ordinal isomorphism, as given by Def. 4.1 and 4.2, our analysis is closer to treating f 3 as having the type
) , rather than visualizing it as a function between two partially ordered sets.
This is because we are trying to study properties of similar order inducing functions under one caption to avoid redundancy in our approach. In other words, the fact that 1 f and 2 f induce orders that are similar enough to be analyzed for termination using the same ranking function is more important than the structure of posets that are formed. The latter only provides a pictorial view of the same underlying fact as the former.
The importance of studying ordinally isomorphic functions is highlighted when we try to apply this concept to studying termination using the no-infinitely-descending-chain approach, as proposed by Floyd in [12] . For the sake of simplicity, let It may seem at first that the two functions are ordinally isomorphic. However, they are not. The function P has a base set but S does not. Similarly, S has a generator set but P does not. There is no order-preserving map which can establish an ordinal isomorphism between S and P. As a matter of fact, if such a map had existed, then we would not require the well-founded sets to prove termination at all, as long as we are sure that the iteration is along some chain isomorphic to either S or P. In such a scenario, functions like     23 g x g x    would also be shown to terminate because of the ordinal isomorphism between     2 h x h x  and S, and consequently, between h and P. Surely, this could not be correct.
To further generalize the concept, let   PROOF: For the proof of this lemma, we will use the fact that the successor function, S' : ® now defined over the set of all integers, induces a total order on , but without a base set and a generator set. However, it still remains a bijection in the sense that a unique successor of every integer exists in . Furthermore, any infinite chain of this sort is ordinally isomorphic to t element. This split happens around a point, which we will call the pivot. The choice of pivot is completely arbitrary. For the sake of simplicity, let us take x as our pivot. Perform this split operation using the function g : ® as:
The topology, t g ( ), thus induced, is union of two semi-infinite chains with the minimal elements being 0 and -1. Hence, the generator set for We are now in a position to state the following theorem regarding functions that induce total orders on their domain sets. PROOF: We start the proof by noticing that the total order induced by f will either be a semiinfinite chain (with either a minimum element or a maximum element) or a doubly-infinite chain (with neither a minimum nor a maximum element). A finite chain is not possible because the set A is countably infinite. In case of a semi-infinite chain with a minimum element, say M, we can define a bijection, g : A ® N, as : A point to note here is that [P] represents all functions, which surely terminate in a finite number of iterations because every member of [P] contains a base set, which can be reached from any node in   P  N in a finite number of steps. Thus, there cannot be an infinitely descending of being able to compute what is required of it as well as help in proving its own termination. Note that this is not equivalent to the program going through some extra computational steps to prove its termination, i.e. the program does not have a function like, proveMyTermination(), which it may call for the required purpose. The essence here is that the mathematical function, which the program simulates, is isomorphic to some "terminating modification" of the same program. The authors would like to express this thought in the form of the following proposition: Proposition 6.1 There exists a class of functions, say R, each member of which can act as a Turing's Ranking Function for itself. Call each function in this class, a Self-Ranking Function.
As a consequence of these observations, we can visualize an induced topology which is analogous to a superset of the induced topologies of all terminating functions. Assume a tree of arbitrarily large arity, but having no bound on the number of nodes. The root of this tree comprises the base set, while all other nodes are a part of some chain in the tree, which is also the path from that node to the root node. Thus, this tree can be represented as a union of all such chains, one for each of its elements, and is thus, isomorphic to a terminating function. A collection of infinite such trees is also isomorphic to some terminating function if the base set is countable. Such a collection is our desired generalized topology for a special terminating function, called the Universal Terminating Function, denoted by U. Thus, any function for which the induced function topology can be embedded in U, is necessarily terminating, and equivalently, and has an associated Turing's Ranking Function. Proposition 6.2 There exists a Universal Terminating Function, U, which induces a function order isomorphic to that of an infinite collection of infinite trees, with a countable base set, such that all terminating functions (over any domain set) induce orders which can be embedded in that induced by U. Call U  the Universal Terminating Topology.
In simpler words, all terminating functions are, in a way, sub-functions of the universal terminating function, U, which then forms the largest class [[U]] of all functions which halt deterministically for every input.
VII. Conclusion
Proving that a given program terminates, though undecidable, has never discouraged us from devising methods to study termination criterion for restricted instances of the generalized Halting Problem. Inspired by Floyd's approach of using well-founded sets, this paper formalized the 16 notion of an order induced by a given function over the elements of its domain. Properties of this order were studied and various interesting observations were made on the isomorphic structures that arose. Finally, these were used to arrive at a generalization made about terminating recursive functions. The main result of this study is proving that every program which induces an order isomorphic to some terminating function, must terminate itself, and induce an order which can be embedded in the universal terminating topology.
